Modern History is important to consider because it is affecting our lives increasingly today
RFID chips are replacing bar codes. Hidden RFID scanners in door ways send radio waves to everything
nearby can read the information stored in them without your knowledge or permission. Tiny RFID chips
some the size of the dot on an i, in powder, passports, drivers licenses, credit cards, clothing, animals and
many items can also be read secretly by strangers. Multiple Huge databases are indexing and tracking everything about us. Your Internet and phone usage is being recorded.(Wired Magazine 2012, Snowden releases,
and government admissions) GPS units in every phone and cars along with face recognition programs and
high resolution cameras on roads, in the sky, or in your house on insect sized drones, and almost everywhere
can track your actions. Speeding tickets issued automatically showing license and driver. Big Brother now
keeps track of students in school and soon what your doctor and hospital does with you. You are tracked at
work, in public places and in stores. Even library checkouts and our money is moving increasingly from
paper to electronic and is recorded. And worse your money and credit can be ruined and controlled
Automation which began in the past is continuing to cause layoffs of thousands of workers. 60% of all
workers will be automated out of a job. The greedy 1% are hogging the resources, money, goods, and good
jobs. Big banks are economic slave masters. The rich are getting richer and are taking away good jobs
people's only way to make a living. The middle class has become the forgotten class. Half of the residents in
our city are below the poverty level. Thousands are without adequate jobs & medical care. Kids now get an
inferior education that is less than in1880. Congress appears to be self serving and has forgotten that they are
supposed to be representing us. Check these things out for yourself. Do a Google search on RFID chips.
The Patriot Act, & executive orders have actually taken away rights that were supposed to be guaranteed
by the Bill of Rights. Marshal law can be declared by the President even from a minor incident. The Federal
government can then take over local police agencies and local governments, & can seize and use any vehicle
or weapons. They have bought up most available ammunition so that ordinary citizens can't even buy ammo
for self defense. They have several semi secret police agencies with armored vehicles, automatic assault
weapons, assault helicopters and armies of storm troopers. They have set up 800 internment camps all staffed
ready to receive citizens. They want people to turn in their guns. They are gathering info on persons so that
they can use it to arrest them. Once arrested they can now keep you in a camp without a hearing for years.
In 2013 an ordinary mother Googled to see if a pressure cooker would be helpful for cooking and her
husband Googled about a backpack. The next day 3 assault SUV loads of armed secret police stormed into
their house. All of this reminds us of Nazis and how they took over Germany and Europe. Is Big Brother
getting ready to take over? Why are they supporting terrorist supporting groups within our own country?
The American middle class has become the forgotten class and its standard of living has been going down for
many years. Many things are seriously wrong here that are not being properly attended to by Congress and
presidents. Why is the dollar possibly about to go down causing huge rise in cost of food, gasoline, gas and
other commodities? Meanwhile too many of our soldiers are dying in other countries in endless actions while
corporations make big profits from these and are ripping off the American people. CEO and corporate greed
has reached record highs. More families and children are at poverty level in America than ever before. While
the 1% bask in wealth. Half our children are in poverty and are way behind most other children in the world
in education. Some things have improved with new technology but all in all America is going down. China
will soon surpass us. Check out the facts for yourself. We need to correct things now and learn from history
and from current history.
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